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Alas, the second issue of the Unread magazine is here, just in time to
provide you with a few useful tips right before you embark on your new
journey. Whether it be a new job, start of a new year at school, college or university, be sure to read Reem’s ‘real-world’ advice, Apeksha’s
back-to-school beauty guide (yes, it’s a thing) and Sumaiya’s top tips for
freshers! I’m also guessing some of you received important results a few
weeks ago right? Well, we’ve also got an insightful piece from our soonto-be medicine student Qudsiya, giving you her post-results experience!
Momina has also rustled together a fresh guide to another amazing city
for you travel enthusiasts, our book-worm Taiba, relays her views on an
interesting read and our chef, Afzaa, shares a delicious dessert. If you’re
feeling creative, try out Selena’s tips for making your desk a work space
heaven and if you want to appreciate some creativty, take a second to
read Ayesha’s poem. The Unread family has also welcomed a handful
of new talented writers to the team since the first issue, head over to
www.unreadmag.com to see who they are! If you’re flicking through this
magazine and feel like you would fit right in, drop us a few lines - we’d
be more than happy to hear from you!
Happy Reading!

Lubna

Lubna Ahmed Haque
FOUNDER & EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

To get involved or any other enquiries
visit our website or drop us an email:
unreadmag.com
unreadmag@gmail.com
@unreadmag
@unreadmag
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Results Day

Going back to my results day; I was a

Two words that either bring back a sense

prospective medical student, which meant

of pride and accomplishment or, for the

I had spent the most of my sixth form life

majority of us, complete dread. So, why

writing personal statements, practicing

am I still dwelling on this dreaded day

for the UKCAT and BMAT and preparing

after it has just passed? I take no pleasure

for all of my interviews. The same old,

in invoking any of the stress that might’ve

same old. Having gone through all of

came about for you (if you were in the

these and then sacrificing even the sparse

other

bit of my social life that was left by the

percentage

of

people,

you’re

welcome for the good nostalgia) but what

March of Year 13, I, like all other medics

a lot of us don’t know is that results day

felt confident.

isn’t really just a day.
Medics stress a lot and they have a
Sure you get your results on the day

tendency to voice this stress continuously

(duh) but what about the nights before

but deep down they always know that

you spend panicking and thinking of

they’re probably going to be fine. Having

all possible outcomes of failure? And

said that, let’s just say that results day was

even more important are the days after

definitely not fine.

results day, which is when most of the
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decisions actually tend to take place. So,

I had two grades that exceeded the entry

the dreaded results day is actually more

requirements and one that fell short.

of a week or two. Sorry!

Another thing about medics and medical

admissions officers is that they work with

possibility. Now if you knew me you’d

quotas and statistics and therefore the

know that I’d be the last person to have

only grade that actually mattered was the

considered a gap year. Time away from

one that I didn’t meet.

education? Freedom? Definitely not me.

All day my UCAS hadn’t updated and I

“Hindsight is in most cases
a blessing, including this
one. Things never really
go as planned but choices
aren’t limited to just
Plan A and Plan B”

had received no emails from my firm
university either. Friday came and went
with me persistently calling and emailing
the Deans, admissions team and pretty
much anyone else that would take me
in. Then the weekend passed and still
nothing. I’d say I don’t want to sound
dramatic but it really was and I might as

I obviously agreed to the offer, especially

well have been living in a results day soap

considering the number of times the

opera by that point.

admissions officer had said “this is a very
generous offer from the Dean himself”,

It also doesn’t help that I was all the

which to me sounded like she was almost

way in India and most of my calls were

trying to convince herself more than

spent listening to really bad and slightly

she was selling it to me, but hey-ho I

deafening music whilst I was very slowly

nonetheless jumped with excitement, to

moving through the waiting list.

put it lightly.

Four days later, after my insurance choice

An hour later it hit me…what do I with my

had declared their simple “no”, I finally got

life now? I almost panicked and wanted

a call from my firm choice. Just like that I

to retract everything. A whole year going

was offered a place to study Medicine but

to waste. I’d be about a hundred years

here’s the twist…starting the year after.

old when I finally got to graduate. I even
thought about what I would tell everyone;

A deferred entry for Medicine? Is that

that I didn’t actually get my offer but I

even a thing? Apparently so. I had no clue,

did and just a year later. However, all the

least to say hopes, of this even being a

panic and restless thoughts were short
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lived. Hindsight is in most cases a blessing,

I personally love literature (surprise

including this one.

surprise) and unfortunately couldn’t take
it for A2 so imagine my excitement when

What I wanted to get out of that prolonged

I got a job as a bookseller at Waterstones.

monologue was that things never really

I was thrown into this *dream* world of

go as planned but choices aren’t limited

literature and I have loved every bit of it.

to just Plan A and Plan B.

I even met surgeons who have published
books, which was pretty much the best of

You aren’t simply going to be accepted or

both worlds.

rejected and if it comes down to the latter,
you don’t just stop there.

I have friends that found completely
different

courses

through

Clearing

and absolutely love it (more than they
would’ve enjoyed their initial course). The
pressure of meeting application deadline
makes you choose a course in haste so
going through Clearing with a renewed
mind set really allows you to filter through
all of the options more clearly.
Don’t look at the gap year as time wasted;
For those of you that have, like me, ended

a year will make no difference to your

up with a year ahead of them, my advise

timeline but will definitely improve the

to you is a simple one; do what you

quality of your time later on. This applies

never thought you’d have the time to do.

to all of you, medics or not, literary fanatics

Be it getting a job and saving to travel,

or not. Consider your options again and

accidentally taking up an internship at a

remember that there are many, many,

magazine (if the reference went over your

many pathways to the same destination.

head, I’m sorry) or even just simply taking

And I truly hope you find yours.

a break from education to find clarity
elsewhere.
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Did you know that relief from stress can come

managing stress is easier than you think! Going

simply from switching which part of the brain

back to the brain for a bit, we tend to use the left

you’re using? Believe it or not, but yes, it’s that

side of it quite a bit throughout the day. The left

easy! Let’s first briefly look at some of the causes

side is the analytical and logical side, often used

of stress.

for number functions like reading, writing, and
communication.

The range is quite wide, stemming anywhere
from familial issues to academic/work load to

So here’s the rub: to counteract all that daily

relationship problems. It can even be caused

activity, we simply respond to it by utilizing the

by feelings of individual inadequacy and lack of

right side! How does one do that you might

self-confidence. So what can we do about it?

wonder?

The truth of the matter is, we can’t shut off our
lives; we have to keep going, which means we

It’s quite simple actually; you add activities to

have to manage the stress that will inevitably

your day that use the right side of the brain!

come our way from all corners.

That include arts and crafts, puzzles, music, and
meditation. So whether you want to make a new

As they say on many cliché TV shows, acceptance

playlist to listen to on your way to university/

is the first step: you can’t deny your stress.

work, or print out a picture to color before you

Failure to acknowledge it results in failure to

start studying for an exam, or even complete a

treat it. It has the ability to fester and affect your

short word search puzzle after a long day, all

life and your body in ways you couldn’t possibly

these things can and will help you clear your

imagine.

mind and relieve it of some stress.

You see, each time the body experiences

I like to imagine my mind as a seesaw. You can’t

certain kinds of stress, the brain releases a

exactly sit on one alone because you need a

chemical called cortisol. This chemical has some

person on the other end to balance it out. The

beneficial qualities, but too much of it can be

mind functions similarly. If only one side is being

detrimental to one’s health. This is why it’s

used, let’s say the analytical side, then the other

important to develop a strategy for controlling

side is neglected (the seesaw isn’t balanced).

your stress on a regular basis.

Adding creative activities such as photography,
daydreaming, doodling, coloring, and/or walking

While all that might’ve been surprising to read

into our daily lives will help balance the seesaw

(and maybe even daunting), I’ve got good news:

and ultimately manage stress.

BY AMINA
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“You are so used to your features; you don’t
know how beautiful you look to a stranger”

6

Have you ever stood in front of the mirror and

dia shows. We never see these women in the

thought to yourself… I wish I could change

flesh, and though I’m sure they must be as

this, I wish I could change that? Oh, we’ve all

beautiful in person, we don’t know just how

been there! We’ve all scrutinized our faces

much effort or work goes into that one look.

and bodies and wished they looked different.

To stand beautifully bare faced, in front of a

Sometimes our skin isn't looking flawless, our

mirror and pick out your 'imperfections' and

eyebrows aren’t the right shape, our biceps

feel saddened by them, is unfair to you.

aren't bulky enough or our hair isn't looking

We tend to over think how obvious or bad

herbal-essence-ad-like and we can’t help but

something looks on our face or body. We as-

wish it was different… but why do we do that?

sume that the whole world will notice it, but

WHY on earth do we stand there and pick on

really, it’s nothing and just something we’ve

ourselves?

picked out after hours and hours of examin-

It’s saddening. It’s like we have this idea of

ing and over analysing.

“perfection” instilled in our minds, a picture

Ever since high school I would get comments

drawn for us by our society! Nowadays, social

about my weight. I was and am a 5 ft 2 petite

media is literally always throwing pictures at

young lady and the comments I had been get-

us of celebrities and their 'perfectly-shaped'

ting, for pretty much forever, were enough to

body and 'blemish-free' skin – it’s no wonder

get me down. I hated it. I tried my best to eat

so many of us look at those celebs and then

healthy but my weight wouldn’t change much

at ourselves, questioning the very things that

and I got so frustrated, I eventually visited the

make us the beautiful individuals we are.

doctor. She actually told me I was healthy, but

It is so easy to get caught up examining and

I had to make sure I maintained it.

wishing for what we are shown in the me-

And that is when I realise: why do I even care

dia, but it is literally just that – what the me-

what people think?

I am healthy and, when I’m not listening to

them a footstool to stand upon and build

peoples’ comments, I feel healthy and happy

from. I once came across this girl on Instagram

with myself. From that point onwards, I told

with Pfeiffer Syndrome, a condition which re-

myself to do me and ignore what people say.

sulted in her face developing differently. But,

Many also think that if someone is ‘small’,

this girl! She is posting selfies, she is dropping

‘skinny’ or ‘thin’, they have nothing to complain

that sass, she is confident and damn right she

about (whether it be a guy or girl). For some,

should be!!! That girl is an inspiration! Though

I know being underweight is a genuine prob-

she doesn’t fit the 'ideal-perfect-everyone-

lem and something they work ever so hard to

wants-to-be-here -woman’, she loves herself.

change (been there), so for one to mock an-

She is proud of who she is and accepts it with

other on their struggle of trying to gain weight

a whole heart! And that’s how it should be.

and feel healthy, is wrong.

I think some forget that guys also have that

'"We tend to over think how
obvious or bad something looks
on our face or body. We assume
that the whole world will notice
it, but really, it’s nothing"

same pressure from the society, but they just
don’t voice it as much. They also feel conscious – just because we don’t really hear
many of them openly admit it, doesn’t mean
those thoughts don’t exist.
Come on, no one is perfect, not everyone’s
face is symmetrical, not everyone’s skin is

Our society also deems it okay to call people

completely smooth or clear, not everyone’s

‘skinny’, but when a person is called ‘fat’ it’s

nose is the 'ideal' size. The point here is: love

horrible and mean. In my opinion, these two

yourself. Love your imperfections, be proud

terms are both on the same level and can be

of the colour of your skin, the random birth

equally as offensive. You would never drop in

mark, the shape of your nose, your height…

a casual conversation “you’re so fat, why do

honestly, you are beautiful and if you accept

you eat so much?” – No right? Well then, what

that, you will radiate positivity and feel so

makes it okay to question the other end of the

much happier about life.

scale and say, “you’re so skinny, why don’t you

Whatever age, whatever colour, whatev-

eat?”

er race, whatever weight or whatever body

Both are as bad as each other and have the

shape, WHATEVER you are… you are you and

same effect on a person. It’s comments like

that is enough. Don’t let anyone else tell you

these about weight, height etc., that bring

otherwise. Love yourself and I promise you,

people down. It’s uncalled for and if you feel

you will feel your heart burst with happiness

someone you know is living an unhealthy and

and it is that happiness that will radiate on

damaging life, approach them in such a way

your face!

that you don’t crush their confidence. Give

Lubna
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So, you have just finished university and have finally progressed into what’s known as “the real world”. Let
me guess, you’ve got yourself a nice position in your area of expertise, and you’re now freaking out as you
have no idea what to expect, right? Don’t worry, I’ve got your back! I have just graduated from university
(well, completed my course, my graduation isn’t until next week LOL!) and have just started full-time
employment. Guess what? I’ve made all the mistakes already so you don’t have to! Below you’ll find a list I’ve
compiled of five tips which I find to be relevant and beneficial to those starting off in the real world. Enjoy!

1

Preparation For The Role

Be prepared to do the stupid tasks that you don't think are relevant to your job. I know,
they're annoying and tedious and most likely everyone dislikes them - which is why you're
doing them. But remember, you've just started and you're most likely bottom of the work
hierarchy right now, at least until you start to get to grips with things. Do these tasks willingly
and without complaining, and the rest of the team will love you for it!

2

Organisation

If you’re going into part time work first, you’re lucky! You can still be a bit flexible with your
time and it’ll be easier to plan your daily activities. Be sure to be prompt to work and carry
out each task efficiently. I would still advise planning ahead too!
However, if you’re going into full time work - get seriously organised! I would definitely
suggest getting a diary. This will help you know what you’re doing, whether you have any
work meetings, and keep track of deadlines. I use my diary to plan my social life too (as well
as writing for Unread!). Some jobs may have work that goes home with you, so be sure to
note it down and check it in the evenings so you know what needs doing. I also use mine to
note down other events I have planned or am planning and people’s birthdays, just to make
it fun. Also, how nice is it when someone makes an effort to remember your birthday?!

3

Professional Behaviour And The Generation Gap

Most likely, the way you behave daily is not in a professional manner. Be sure to flip the
switch and adjust to professional behaviour when in the work place. Another thing would
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be to adjust to those you’re speaking with. The workplace differs from university/college
in the sense that you will be surrounded by people of all ages and from multiple different
educational backgrounds. It would be good to learn how to be adaptable to who you
communicate with and how.
Additionally, make a note to remember people’s names. Yes, you are new and there will
be a lot of new faces but TRUST ME, this will be appreciated. You don’t want to be the new
employee that keeps asking everyone to repeat themselves. Of course, once or twice is
completely acceptable, you are human! But do make an effort to try and remember!

4

Protocols Made Easy

Each work place differs and has different protocols which need to be followed. Your
employer will explain this to you and may have information and instructions on how
processes are intended to be carried out. But if not, feel free to make notes yourself. If they
do, you could still use this to explain their instructions in your own terms so you understand
it better and work more efficiently. Don’t fear doing this, it will help you and you will ask less
questions later on – when the workplace is busy, your colleagues may get slightly annoyed
by the questions you ask. They will help for sure, but try make notes and make it easier for
yourself too!

5

Work Attire

Depending on where you are to be working, the dress code will differ. I’m going to approach
this from the smart and smart-casual perspective, as that’s what I have been exposed to. Bit
of background, before I started working, I spent a lot of money on super cute professional
outfits – literally all the sheer shirts and cute pumps you can imagine! My dress code was
smart so I assumed I was on the right track. However, on my first day, I saw one of my
colleagues in leggings. How relaxed is that?! Me, in my really uncomfortable pumps couldn’t
believe how wrong I got it. Let it be known, I have never worn those pumps since and now
wear the most comfortable pair of Sketchers imaginable (my mom gave me these as I was
leaving home, initially I thought they were horrible and planned to never wear them… Boy,
was I wrong!).
So, my advice would be, get some smart pieces (that fit in with your wardrobe), from which a
few smart outfits can be assembled. Use these to dress for your first few days. Then gauge
the environment to figure out what you think would be most appropriate and you would be
most comfortable in. Then go spend!
Hope these tips help and best of luck with whatever adventure you are beginning

Reem
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THE night circus
A U T H O R : Erin Morgenstern

anyone ever knowing where it has come

G E N R E : Young Adult Fiction

from. The performers do not age and
cannot leave meaning they are bound to the

*WARNING MAY CONTAIN SPOILERS*
I can never read a book without at least
having the plot and characters’ names
engraved onto my brain beforehand. It’s
a terrible quality to have to be honest.
However,

The

Night

Circus

by

Erin

Morgenstern, was one of the few books I
dived into without having any idea on what it
entailed. It was like sitting on a rollercoaster,
blindfolded. An extremely frightening, but
amazing experience.
Fortunately, (or unfortunately depending
on how much you like spoilers) for you, I will
be telling you why everyone should, at least
once in their lives, pick up this this fantastic
novel.
The story revolves around Le Cirque des
Reves, the Circus of Dreams. Unlike usual
circuses, the Circus of Dreams begins from
sunset, remaining open until sunrise, and
suddenly appears at locations without
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circus, leaving us with a lot of unanswered
questions. Answers that even the characters
do not fully have or understand.
I loved how the story slowly developed
and particularly enjoyed watching the
two performers, Celia Bowen and Marco
Alisdair, rival against each other, yet fall
in love despite being involved in a deadly
competition. It genuinely had my heart
leaping. We all love a little romance in the
mix and this was definitely a satisfying drop.
With the blend of magic, romance, mystery,
darkness and friendship, The Night Circus
has the reader enchanted by the beauty of
the words, the connection between reality
and illusions, and a cast of eccentrics; the
red-haired twins born on the opening night,
the clock maker and the contortionist. The
novel leaves an imprint on the reader,
leaving them with a book hangover for
several days.
B Y
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-
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Muffin Mascarpone

B Y A F ZA A

Everyone has a favourite go-to recipe. Well, I think they do anyway, because I know I definitely do. I
thought I would share with you my favourite go-to dessert recipe. Literally on every occasion, this is
the dessert I turn to. Not only is it absolutely easy, but it tastes absolutely delicious too.

Method
1. In a dessert dish, or cups/glasses, crumble the muffins. Press the muffins evenly
into the base of the dish - the easiest way
to do this is by flattening it with your hand
under a sheet of cling film.

SERVES: 6-8
INGREDIENTS

• 4 large muffins

2. In a non-stick pan, add in the custard and
place on the cooker on high heat.

• 1kg Ambrosia Custard

3. Once the custard has heated, add in the
Mascarpone Cheese and Galaxy Chocolate

• 200g galaxy chocolate

• 250g Mascarpone Cheese

• 600ml Double Cream

4. Mix the custard well until the cheese and
chocolate has melted completely and there
are no lumps.
5. Take the custard off the heat and pour
mixture evenly over the muffins.
6. Whilst the custard cools down, in a bowl,
pour in the double cream and whisk slightly.
Whisk only enough that you are still able to
pour it.
7. Once the custard has cooled down, pour
the double cream over the custard.
8. Sprinkle the cream with chocolate flake.
9. Leave in the fridge to set and cool for a
few hours
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Beauty Edition
Everyone always associates stationary shopping with the phrase ‘back to
school’. I love stationary shopping, but for me, back to school (or college,
or university) shopping includes stocking up on my favourite makeup
and beauty products for the academic year. I’ve compiled a list of beauty
products that I believe are “student-friendly” which includes skincare
products, makeup products and face masks (they’re great to use at the
end of a long week and especially during exam season).

The Body Shop Skin Defence SPF 50

PURCHASE HERE

After your moisturiser, this is the most important step in your
morning skincare routine. I won’t lie, I didn’t start wearing
SPF until recently because I hated the uncomfortably
thick and tacky feeling it left on my skin. But after trying
this SPF from The Body Shop, I honestly can’t stop
going on about it! This formula is more of an essence,
which means it’s lightweight, super absorbent and
comfortable to wear. It doesn’t leave a tacky residue or
a white cast and it barely feels like anything on your skin!
This is a must for all students because it helps protect your
skin from premature ageing caused by UV Rays. So if you want
to look young forever, make sure you use SPF.

12

LOréal Paris True Match Foundation

PURCHASE HERE

I don’t know why it took me so long to try this foundation, but it has
definitely become a favourite! I was impressed with the extensive
shade range that came with this foundation and how long
it holds up. I also like how this foundation range not only
accommodates for a wide variety of skin tones but also for
cooler and warmer undertones (which is basically another
way of determining your skin tone for a more accurate shade
match). The foundation provides medium coverage and is
buildable. Also, the foundation feels lightweight, allowing your skin
to look like skin, which makes it my favourite foundation for students.

Mario Badescu Facial Spray

PURCHASE HERE

Having a facial spray in your bag is a must. It helps keep your
makeup looking fresh and is a great way to keep your skin
hydrated. I always keep one in my bag to refresh my base
makeup and revive my skin and keep it from looking dull
and tired. I find this to be most useful on days when I have
to be at university from 9-6 because it helps my makeup
look and feel fresh till the end of the day. Of course, you
don’t have to buy this particular spray, any facial spray of your
choice is fine. I personally like to go for a facial spray that contains
cucumber or rose water as those two ingredients in particular are really
good for cooling and hydrating your skin.

13

LOréal Paris Paradise Mascara

PURCHASE HERE

L’Oréal and Maybelline have always been my favourites for mascaras,
but this newest mascara from L’Oréal tops all other mascaras (even
Maybelline Lash Sensational!). This mascara provides length,
volume and lift. It also holds up really well so you don’t have to
worry about topping it up throughout the day. I love that the
formula isn’t too wet (like how new mascaras usually are) as it
makes application so much easier and doesn’t clump up your lashes!

Boujoirs Rouge Velvet Liquid Lipstick

PURCHASE HERE

Liquid lipsticks are my favourite! I absolutely love how long lasting and
comfortable they are to wear and I love not having to worry about
reapplying them every few hours. My pick for students is the Boujoirs
Rouge Velvet liquid lipsticks. My favourite shade is 07 Nudist, which
is a perfect everyday pink shade. The formula applies effortlessly and
the pigmentation is insane! It’s very comfortable to wear as it’s creamy
and not too drying on the lips, and has a matte finish. It has good
staying power and you may need to reapply once or twice during the day.

Makeup Revolution Liquid Highlighters

PURCHASE HERE

A liquid highlighter is something everyone needs. I LOVE powder
highlights but recently I’ve been mixing a liquid highlighter with my
foundation to create that ‘glow-from-within’ look. It’s an easy way to
brighten up your everyday foundation look without having to do the
whole highlight and contour shabang, which can sometimes feel too
heavy especially on long 9-6 days. This way, you’ll be able to achieve an
effortlessly radiant look with ease that feels lightweight and comfortable.
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LOréal Paris Pure Clay Blemish Rescue Mask
PURCHASE HERE

This mask is AMAZING! It’s my favourite from the pure clay range (and
not just because it’s blue). It unclogs pores and tackles blemishes
and I’d say this as a ‘student-must-have’ as I feel it’s important
to take care of your skin which can get pretty rough, especially
around deadlines and exam season. Using a refreshing face mask
is a great way to unwind. It definitely works for me and clears any
blemishes that I may have (usually around deadlines or exams)
leaving my skin looking and feeling clear, radiant and soft.

The Body Shop Camomile Cleansing Butter

PURCHASE HERE

If you’re putting makeup on, you need to make sure you take it all off
too. This product is my ALL TIME FAVOURITE to take makeup off as
it gets rid of absolutely everything! Using a cleansing oil or butter
helps to melt your makeup off without pushing it into your skin
(which is what makeup wipes can do) and it also ensures that
every last bit of makeup is removed. A little goes a long way with
this product and it’s a must-have for all makeup wearers. An alternative to this is good old coconut oil, which can be found at your local
supermarket however, the only downside is coconut oil isn’t great for all
skin types. If your skin type is oily or acne prone, I’d advise you to stay
away from coconut oil and get this cleansing butter instead as coconut
oil isn’t as compatible with those particular skin types.

And that’s a wrap! I wish you smooth skin and luck on your first day back to
school, college or university, wherever it is you plan to conquer!

Apeksha
H E R VO G U E L I F E
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Manhattan
Howdy! Whether it’s a family holiday, a short city break or a tour around a few countries, it is not
always easy planning a trip beforehand or whilst you’re there. So, to save you some time, I have put
together an itinerary table that will allow you to manage your time effectively and get the best out of
your trip. In the second part of Unread’s travel series, Manhattan, New York, (America) is checkpoint
number two. As mentioned in Issue 1, I had many opportunities to visit amazing destinations as part of
my studies. Not too long ago, I was given the chance to explore another marvellous city; a place I had
always dreamt of going to and that people say, never sleeps - yes, NEW YORK CITY!
D AY O N E

|

D AY T W O

|

D AY T H R E E

|

D AY FO U R

|

D AY F I V E

MORNING
Times Square

Rockefeller Centre

Empire State
Building

Highline

Grand Central
Terminal

National September
11 Memorial &
Museum

Manhattan Boat
Tour

Chrysler Building

Trump Tower

AFTERNOON
Madison Square
Garden

Central Park

Guggenheim
Museum

EVENING
Top of The Rock

One World Trade
Centre

American
Museum of
Natural History

N OT E S

I must say, my most favourite place that I visited was Times Square, because of its buzzing atmosphere,
followed by The Empire Building and the breath-taking scene that I got to view all the way up from the 72nd
floor. Let’s not forget to add the Guggenheim Museum, which left me mesmerised with its architecture and
design, and of course, the infamous Central Park.
Let’s just say I fell in love with the whole Borough of Manhattan, even though I visited when the weather
was minus -6 (it was a little cold). Regardless, I’m totally looking forward to visiting it again… yes, I am already
planning my next trip.

Considering Manhattan as your next destination? Get your phone out and either: A. Take a photo of the
itinerary, if you’re viewing this from a desktop or B. Screenshot if you’re viewing this from a device.
T R AV E L , E X P L O R E & E N J OY !

Happy Holiday!
Your travel guide,
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Dear Freshers!
For some, the transition from college (or sixth form) to university can be a pretty daunting, confusing and overwhelming
experience. As a final year student myself, I can assure you that university is indeed daunting, confusing and overwhelming,
only if you let it be! Here are my top tips on how to make it through university in one piece and have a brilliant time!

Textbooks
Your lecturers will recommend quite a few (very expensive) core books for you to purchase.
You do not need ALL of them, so save yourself some coins. There are so many free online
PDFs, journal articles retrieved through ‘Google Scholar’ that provide just as much insight as
a textbook would. Your university should usually give you access to a journal database that
has everything you would possibly need. After using your textbooks for the year, advertise
them on your social media pages or the university’s library portal and use that cash to buy
your next year’s books.

Time Management
I know it’s easier said than done to be a good time manager, but this is SO important. Without
a shadow of a doubt you will have a bunch of deadlines throughout the year for assignments/
presentations etc. Managing your workload will ensure you have enough time to complete
assignments to the best of your ability. Use timetables (yes, they do help), diaries and calendars
to keep track of deadlines and your workload and most importantly, do not leave things till
last minute. Get on top of everything.

Experience
It’s a competitive world out there and work experience is a major key in securing good jobs
later on down the line. Whether it be through volunteering, working part time or holding
a role in a society, the experience you get will be invaluable and adaptable. Join a society,
network, volunteer at your student union and in turn, you will build your references as well
as experience.
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Feedback & One-To-One
If you need help, please don’t be afraid to ask. One thing I have found really helpful throughout
the two years is receiving feedback on everything I did. It will aid you in improving on areas
that could be done better. 1:1 meetings with lecturers are a great way to build rapport, and
understand what they want to see from your assignments and how you could structure your
work to get into the upper 2:1 and 1st class boundaries. They are there to help, so take
advantage of them!

Taking Notes
It’s important to be concise! You don’t need to rewrite every word on the lecture slides,
however do make your notes easy to understand. Reading over gibberish later on in the year,
can be stressful and confusing. Perhaps using coloured pens to address the main points
covered will keep you engaged and summarising each lecture will be convenient for you when
it comes to revision.

Revise
I would recommend at least two weeks for each unit, nothing less. Please don’t learn the hard
way and leave it as a last-minute panic. Be kind to yourself and your brain. Stay calm, you will
get through this, we all will. If you’re really struggling with revision, there is plenty of help at
university, from the library staff to study support. Ask your friends to have revision sessions if
that would help you, don’t feel like you’re alone.

Your Company
Although university really does push one to be independent, it is lovely having a handful of
reliable friends who got your back. You missed a lecture because you were ill? Don’t fret, get
one of your trusty friends to send you their notes, vice versa. It’s also comforting to have
people to talk (break down) to who are in the same boat as you.
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Skiving
Let’s just say, I wasn’t at university 100% of the time, “I fell sick” *cough cough*. On a serious
note, I don’t recommend skipping lectures or seminars. I can’t reiterate enough that you will
not benefit the same copying someone else’s notes as you would physically attending the
lecture/seminar. However, if you really can’t make it to a lecture, you can ask around if there
is a repeat lecture. Regardless, if you do happen to miss a lecture/seminar, catch up!! You will
fall behind otherwise.

Writing Skills
Learn how to structure excellent essays by asking for advice from your lecturers or study
support. Before you go all guns blazing to write your fire essay, create a thorough plan.
Introduction, main points with reliable references and a mind-blowing conclusion. If there is
one thing lecturers and study support mentioned is that a conclusion needs to be “on point”.
It’s the final thing a marker reads, so it should cover all the main points of your essay whilst
bringing it to a wonderful ending.

Have Fun
Learning to balance fun, education and work is a skill we all (well, some of us) develop
throughout our lifetime. Having a great time at university is what it’s all about, right? Hmm,
yes and no. It should be a great few years of your life no doubt, but don’t forget why you’re
actually at university and the goals you want to achieve. Trust me, you don’t want to be the
party animal who fails first year because they’re hungover on the day of their exam.

Aaaand, that’s a wrap! I hope these top ten tips help you through your university years like they have
helped me. Remember, university is great but with greatness comes struggle. Plan ahead, work hard
and have fun, you’ll be fabulous.
Welcome to student life brainboxes.
B Y S U M A I YA
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of a lesser god

I dedicate this poem to Syrians suffering for the most mundane
and trivial reasons, to the brothers and sisters of Kashmir fighting
for their freedom and generally to the children of a lesser god.

I witnessed your sufferings
Your woes and your mournings
Disputed lands and shattered peace
Tormented world, war mongers at ease
Disowned and rejected, your fate is decided
Your land is invaded, the war is one-sided
Forgive me my silence,I pardon to thee
The wretched heart has sent a plea
Worthless words to console your loss
Helpless I am, my speech, a remorse
The corpse you planted will bloom bright
Their soulds will reach the majestic height
The wounds will heal, but the scars wont
The memories of loved ones are there to haunt
But darker the night, brighter the day
Don’t you lose hope in the illusionary dismay
Bestowed upon them are the blessings to cope
For those who steadfast holding the rope
He alone is sufficient, who watches over thee
Thus we seek justice from no one but He
By Ayesha Qamar
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Of A Desk

As we grow and learn throughout the years, we begin to identify ourselves with the
environments we are surrounded by. And often the interiors always remain with us, small
details like the ‘blue velvet chair Abuela use to sit on’ or the ‘chestnut wood dining table in
the kitchen.’ The interiors stay with us as a part of our memory and being, which merely
explains that furniture, like a desk, is more than just a table.
As someone who is seriously interested in interior designing herself and is pretty
passionate about making her environment something magnificent, I believe it is important
to make your surroundings something you thrive within. In this article, I will give you a
simple explanation and guide on how you can improve the interior design of your desk.

The Interior Design
Well the answer lies within the name; the interior design of a desk is literally the
interiors which accompany the desk itself and work together to form a masterpiece.
In other words, an aesthetically pleasing desk, which represents your true character.
One of the best ways to enjoy life and appreciate the person you are, is by
personalising the environment which surrounds you. Interior designing is not just
effective planning to make a house look good, it is your perspective on beauty and
life put into reality- your reality.
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Some tips on how you can improve the
interior design of your desk
First of all, take away any form of junk that is on your desk
Scrunched up receipts, an out of date ‘to do list’, a phone book filled with people that you don’t
even talk to anymore. The list goes on. Just as we eliminate the negativity in our lives on a regular
basis, do the same for your desk. Your desk will immediately look spacious, and a lot more open
from both a horizontal and parallel view.
Once your desk is tidy, you can start adding the feature pieces
Feature Pieces can vary from large, spontaneous candles to a jar of flowers in the centre of your
desk, it all depends on you and what you like. Depending on the size of your desk and your budget,
feature pieces can vary. For example, on my desk I have one feature piece which is my university
portfolio, slanted and facing the room. From a parallel view my portfolio defines majority of my
desk. Either stick to having one large feature piece, or one medium sized feature and two small
feature pieces as accessories.
Try to create a feature wall behind your desk
This will create the illusion that your desk and the wall following behind are connected, which is
exactly what you want. Your desk will fit perfectly with your room and I would advise you to be as
creative as you can with your feature wall. It is your space for a creative outlet, there are no limits.
Make space for your favourite books
Naturally books will make your desk appear to have a sense of belonging to you, as our favourite
reads are just as personalised as our playlists. By adding your favourite books, your desk will look
in use and a tad bit vintage, after all books record history.
Add a beautiful little lamp at the corner of your desk
Adding a lamp is of course handy for activities like reading or studying, however in terms of
aesthetics, a lamp will bring your whole desk together. It is almost like a hidden feature piece as
most people forget that on a desk, a lamp is also an accessory. Just ensure that your lamp works
with the theme of your desk, and is placed in the corner for sufficient lighting and space.

I am aware that overnight your desk will not look like the desk of a designer or a poet.
Keep in mind that everything is a working progress. Over time your interest in interiors
will expand, which means that in a years’ time your desk and majority of your surrounding
will probably not look the same. But that is the beauty of interior design, it represents you
in all stages of your life. Take your time and good luck!

Selena
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Get Involved
Calling all writers, photographers, poets, story tellers,
chefs, deep thinkers and travellers - #UnreadMagazine is
the perfect platform for you to express yourself, embrace
your talent and make your voice heard.
Not only will you have your work published, but you will be
boosting your skills and adding to your experience. Perfect
eh?
Whether you’re an aspiring journalist, a part-time writer,
a student with a dream or someone who is passionate
about raising awareness of a certain movement, Unread
welcomes you!
Interested? Get in touch now!
Send a short bio about yourself to unreadmag@gmail.com.
Please mention your:
-Your interests
-Your background (current occupation, field of study, prof ession)
-How you would like to contribute to the magazine

Thank you
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